
IIT - ERZELLI  
Via Enrico Melen 83, Building B   
16152 Genova, Italy  
tel: +39 010  8172 210 

Directions to IIT – Erzelli  

from the highway by car 

From A7 – A12 (North - East) 

 Take the exit Genova Ovest. 

 Continue on the causeway Aldo Moro / E25 and turn slightly on the left to keep on the causeway Aldo Moro 

/ E25. 

 Straight ahead on via Aurelia for 3 Km then use the left lane to get the interchange for via Enrico Melen. 

 After 1.4 km before the tool road turn right and immediately turn left on via Alessandro Vallebona following 

the sign for ERZELLI. 

 Straight ahead in the roundabout, third exit. 

 Turn slightly left to stay on via Alessandro Vallebona and again straight ahead in the roundabout, second exit. 

 Again straight ahead in the roundabout, second exit: you are on via Enrico Melen. 

 Now, turn right in the roundabout, first exit. 

 After about 300 m, you will find on your left a car park outdoor. Leave your car in the available parking lots 

and walk until the Siemens Building (Building B). 

 When you arrive to the building, you have to contact one of us or the IIT secretary number reported in the 

entrance. 

From A10 (West) 

 Take the exit Genova / Aeroporto. 

 After the tool road turn right on via Alessandro Vallebona following the sign for ERZELLI. 

 Straight ahead in the roundabout, second exit and do the same also at the next roundabout, second exit: you 

are on via Enrico Melen. 

 Now, turn right in the roundabout, first exit. 

 After about 300 m, you will find on your left a car park outdoor. Leave your car in the available parking lots 

and walk until the Siemens Building (Building B). 

 When you arrive to the building you have to contact one of us or the IIT secretary number reported in the 

entrance. 

 

 


